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During the period from July 18 to August 9, 1978, the NC-130 aircraft of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration /NASA) conducted a total of
seven data-gathering flights over a test site near Colby, Kansas, as part of
a project to develop algorithms for determining soil moisture from remotely
sensed data. I
 At or near the time of overpass, field teams collected exten-
sive ground-truth data for selected fields under the NC-130 flightpath. For
some of these fields, active and passive microwave data were obtained from
sensors or trucks.
This document catalogs the details of the data collected by the sensors in the
aircraft, including times and tape numbers. The ground truth and truck data
will be described elsewhere.
2. THE NC-130 DATA COLLECTION FLIGHTS
Figure 1 shows the test site, the fields where ground truth was taken, and
the seven NC-130 flight lines. The flight lines were always flown in the
same direction as shown by the arrows. The appendix gives the sensor config-
uration on the aircraft.
Table 1 summarizes the seven flights.
	 It gives the dates, times, and alti-
tudes flown, along with some details of the type of data obtained from each
sensor. Each altitude flown consists of one or more sequences; each sequence
consisting of a certain number of flight lines in a certain order. Three
sequences were used; they consisted of the following flight lines:
Sequence	 Fl_i	 nes
1	 4, 3, 7, 1, 5, 6,	 2
2	 4, 3, 7, 1	 , 5
3	 3, 7, 1, 5, 6, 2
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During this mission, some data were taken for another project at a site
near Yuma, Colorado. Since the data are included with the Colby data,
they are identified in the tables in this report.
Table 2 gives the data acquired by flight line and sequence. A line separates
different sequences. The meaning of the column headings is as follows.
Alt. = The assigned altitude.
A/P = Active or passive sequence
L = Flight line number (see fig. 1)
R = Run number to identify a particular- run over a flight line. Run numbers
were assigned in the original plan, and R referred to the Rth run that day
over the line. However, because the actual flights sometimes were not in
the planned order, the R's are not always in consecutive order.
GMT = Greenwich mean time in hours, minutes, and seconds for the start of
the flight line.
A, Q, C, D = Tape recorder designation. The numbers are the last three
digits of the tape number. The prefix is L05-0-005.
GS = Ground speed (in knots) minus 100 knots.
IIR = Drift of aircraft (in degrees), left or right.
TH = True heading (in degrees).
RA = Radar altimeter reading in thousands of feet.
KR, CR, L.R = K-band, C-band, and L-band radiometer look angles and polariza-
ions. The K-band is actually three bands — K, Ka, and Ku. The numbers
are look angles in degrees. H indicates horizontal polarization; b, vertical
polarization.
PS, LS, CS, KS = P-band, L-band, C-band, and K-band scatterometers. H and
V refer to horizontal and vertical polarization. X indicates "sensor on."
PMIS = Passive Microwave Imaging System. X indicates "sensor on."
PRT = PRT-5 passive radiometer; M = mid-range; H = high range.
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^^R a	 TABLE 2.— Continued.
(b) Data flight 5 - July 20 (Julian day 201).
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(c) Data flight 6112 — July 21 (Julian day 202).
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TABLE 2.- Continued.
(d) Data flight 7 - July 22 (Julian day 207).
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(f) Data flight 9/13 - August 9 (Julian day 221).
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(y` Data flight 10
	 August 11 (Julian day 223).
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Z = Zeiss camera (6-inch lens). X indicates "camera on."
AMPS = AMPS camera (six-camera system). X indicates "camera on."
H = Hasselblad camera.	 X indicates "camera on."
KZ = K-band zenith radiometer (MFMR). X indicates "Radiometer on."
The four data tape recorders referred to as A. B, C, and D were used in the
followinq manner:2
Sensor
Recorder A Recorder	 8 Recorder (:
Data	 flt. (PMIS,	 PRT -5, (K-band and (P-hand and Recorder D
no. all	 radiometers, C-band L-band (MMS)
NERDAS, TAT) scatterometer) scatterometer)
4 348,	 352, 356 350,	 354, 358 351,	 355 349, 353, 357
5 359,	 364, 368 360,	 365, 367. 361 362, 363, 366,	 369
6 370,	 376, 379 371,	 375, 378 372 373, 374. 377
7 380,	 385, 388 381,	 386, 389 382 383, 384, 387
8 415,	 419, 421 416,	 420, 423 417 418, 422, 424, 425
9 426,	 431, 434 427,	 432, 435 428 429, 430, 433,	 436
10 437, 442 438, 443, 445 ,	 439 440, 441, 444
In addition to the data shown in table 2, a complete set of data from the
NASA Earth Resources Data Annotation System (NERDAS) was available for all
runs, and the outside temperature (called total air temperature in the flight
log) was available for all runs except run 4 of flight line 5 of data
flight 6.
Table 3 catalogs the fil er data taken.	 It is arranged in the same sequence as
table 2 and gives magazine (roll) number and frame numbers for each run over
each flight. line.
	
In addition, it gives both the start and stop times for
each run.
2The numbers in the following table are the last three digits of the raw
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AIRCRAFT SENSOR CONFIGURATION AND COMPATIBILITY
Figures A-1 and A-2 show the configuration of the various sensors on the
NC-130 aircraft. Table A-1 shows the compatibility matrix for the sensors
on the NC-130. No entry indicates that the sensors are compatible; i.e.,
there is no known reason why the two sensors should not be operated simul-
taneously. Mechanical incompatibility occurs when only one of the two sen-
sors can be mounted in its operating position. However, in all cases, change-
over in flight from one sensor to another can be accomplished with little
d i fficulty. The one case of electromagnetic incompatibility observed was
due to out-of-band emission of the 1.6-GHz scatterometer at the L-band radio-
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